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 worked closely with Netlines and is today Authorized
SECURINESS has for several years

partner covering the entire Nordic region. Netlines specializes in developing and

manufacturing in wireless and cellular
communications detection and jamming. The

solutions are state-of-the-art used
worldwide inside airports, government facilities,

military, VIP private and law enforcement
authorities.



If in need of a solution based on communication detection, communications jamming,
or a solution with both - we havethe solution!












Detection and Jamming
JammubfKommunikationsVideoovervå
gning

Our security solutions are
found in three product lines.
Each project is tailored to
customer requirements and
needs, and regulatory
constraints.
Public and private
companies and
governments and
organizations worldwide are
faced with daily challenges
caused by mobile phones
used in and on areas where
this is not allowed, or even
mean when it can mean
increased risk for second
important communications.

Specializing in radio and
wireless standards
SECURINESS offers a
complete portfolio of
products in support of
maintaining a cell phone
free zone or control and
prevent cellular traffic where
this is not desired or
permitted.

The solutions are now
installed around the world
and have proven to be
extremely efficient, from
Israel over North America to
Europe.

Our solutions include mobile
phone jammers and mobile
phone detectors
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CELLULAR JAMMING
C-Guard Jammers transmit RF signals and disables communication between mobile phones and
neighboring wireless base stations. Mobile phones in the designated areas are disabled: no phone
calls, SMS or MMS messages may be received or dispatched.

At the same time blocking all the bands, including WiFi and Wimax

Covers any location - from room to complexes and large outdoor areas

Broad range of transmitter power levels, and configuration options
Programmable

Hidden and vandal resistant box

Upgrade Option

Central control software

CELLULAR DETECTION
Cell Track system consists of very sensitive detectors are installed at strategic locations within the
building and other facilities. Cell track can cover any space large outdoor areas or entire buildings.

Detects all types of cellular activities: calls, text and multimedia messages and mobile phone
records
Detects all required wireless networks and standards while

Upgrade Option

User friendly central control software
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CELLULAR DETECTION AND JAMMING
C-Guard Hammer is the combined detection and jamming solution. C-Guard Hammer is designed for
control of cellular activities in facilities that need high security. With the optimal solution
Hammerstein's what happens: if cellular activity captured, jammes this immediately and transmission
is blocked and then turn immediately back to standby mode until the next event. In addition, reported
automatically to the central computer control.

Detect and block all the wireless networks – simultaneously

Comprehensive coverage: from hotel rooms, rooms and small blades / wings for very large
areas.

Range of RF Transmission values
Selective and optional channel jamming power

Programmable

Upgrade Option

User friendly central control software

With the user-friendly and central control software, any security personnel maintain a continuous
monitoring from a central location and receive real-time visual and auditory warnings when a cellular
communications are detected and blocked
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